BCL-A
Built-in LED curing light
Instruction Manual
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The light emittel may be harmful to the eyes
Do not stare at the light source
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4.Technical specifications
4.1 Power input：AC24V 50Hz.
4.2 Input power：10VA.
4.3 Dimensions：26×221mm.
4.4 Net weight：0.18kg.
4.5 Components: details in packing list.
4.6 LED light performance:
4.6.1 LED power: 5W.
4.6.2 Wave length：440nm~480nm.
4.6.3 Category : I.
4.6.4 Light intensity:
a) Low power:1000mW/cm²~1300mW/cm².
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b) High power:1600mW/cm ~1800mW/cm .
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4.6.5 Optical active area 56mm .
4.7 Working condition:
4.7.1 Environment temperature：+5℃~+30 .
4.7.2 Relative humidity：0~80%.
4.7.3 Atmosphere pressure：70KPa~106KPa.
4.8 Design safety category:
4.8.1 Running mode：Indirect running
4.8.2 Protection type against electrical shock:class I.
4.8.3 Protection against electrical shock:type B.
4.8.4 Protection against harmful ingress of water or
particular matter:ordinary equipment (IPX0).
4.8.5 Safety in the presence of flammable anesthetic
mixture with air,oxygen or nitrous oxide:Non AP/APG type
equipment.
5.Components
5.1 No spare parts, accessories,consumables.
5.2 More details about product and accompanying
documents in the packing list.
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6 . Install and uninstall way
6.1 Install and uninstall main unit: Connect the power
supply line of LED curing light with the power (~24V) of
dental unit. Tight the nylon thread to the fixation of the
dental unit, then it will be available for operation.
Notice: When installing main unit, be sure that the
power is cut off. The two power wires should be a little
longer than the nylon thread to keep the power wires safe.
6.2 Install and uninstall lamp cap: Insert the lamp cap
into the hole slotting at the front end of main unit. LED
curing light can be used after installing it well. Pull out of
lamp cap to autoclave and replace it.
Notice: After installing lamp cap well, there is no gap
between lamp cap and main unit. When the metal
clamping ring flicks, there is voice feedback.

7.Cleaning and sterilization
7.1 Cleaning
7.1.1Pull out of the lamp cap from BCL-A curing light,
wipe it with medical alcohol or with special dental
disinfection towel.
7.2 Sterilization
7.2.1 Pull out of the lamp cap and pack it in sterilization
pouch or sterilization box to sterilize it(135℃ 0.22MPa).
7.2.2 Sterilize with autoclave.
7.2.3 Sterilization condition.
Sterilization under one of the following conditions:
a）121℃/1bar（0.1MPa）；
b）135℃/2.2bar（0.22MPa）.
Sterilization precaution
Ensure that there is no residual liquid or resin at the
front end of lamp cap before sterilization.
Ensure the lamp cap has been uninstalled when
sterilizing.
Don't mix with other equipments when sterilizing.
The lamp cap needs natural cooling and then can be
installed and used again after sterilizing.
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8.Operation
8.1 Open the packing and check if all the parts and
accessories are complete according to the packing list.
8.2 Ensure protection measures before use.For example,
wear anti-glare glasses.
8.3 Pull out of the lamp cap and pack it in sterilization
pouch or sterilization box to sterilize it in autoclave.
8.4 Install the lamp cap on the main unit.
8.5 Press 'M' button and choose high power mode or low
power mode.
8.6 Press 'T' button and choose time setting.
8.7 Put the light source alignment resin which needs to be
solid, press 'P' button, and then there is a 'Di' voice. The
main unit shines blue light and starts countdown.
8.8 It can be stopped working at any time by short
pressing 'P' button while operating.
8.9 The next working cyble should be started after a working
cycle ends for 15 seconds in order to avoid discomfort or
scald to the patient due to the overheated lamp cap.
8.10 The lamp cap gets a little hot when working normally.
But if the main unit or the lamp cap gets hot obviously,
please turn off the device until the main unit becomes cool.
8.11 If there is resin on the lamp cap after using,please
clean it by cotton cloth to make sure the power intensity
is good.
8.12 After using curing light every time, pull out of the
lamp cap, clean it and then pack it in sterilization pouch
or sterilization box to sterilize it in case using it next time.
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9.Safety precaution
9.1 The lamp cap is an electrical product. Wipe it by cotton
cloth or medical alcohol. Dipping in liquid is forbidden.
9.2 There is high nonopaque quartz glass at the front end
of lamp cap. Knocking,striking or dropping it is forbidden.
9.3 During operation the light should be aimed straightly
on the resin, to ensure solidification effectively.
9.4 Please wear anti-glare glasses to avoid blue light hurts
eyes. Strictly prohibit aiming light at eyes directly.
9.5 Dedicated ~24V connector of dental unit supplies
electricity to BCL-A built-in curing light. Power supply
source of dental unit should conform to requirement of
GB9706.1 standards.
9.6 Using product must conform to the related operation
rules issued by health sector and the related laws
requirements. It can be used by trained doctors or
technicians only.
9.7 Suggest inspect light intensity of BCL-A curing light
with light meter every month. If light intensity is not in the
scope of setting, please send it back to us for repair.
9.8 Please use BCL-A curing light in the scope of cable
length. Don't drag it please. Put it back to the hanger of
dental unit after use.
9.9 Be sure to replace the original lamp cap made by us.
If not original or not unmatched one, maybe it will damage
or cause insufficient light intensity.
9.10 If necessary,circuit diagram,components and parts list,
drawing statement, correction detailed rules and regulations
can be offered to help technicians to repair product.
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10.Maintenance
10.1 This product doesn't include repair parts. Machine
maintenance and repair shall be made by the designated
professional or repaired at a repair shop.
10.2 Users can replace lamp cap by themselves, but ensure
to use original accessories.
10.3 Wipe surface of the lamp cap by purified water or
disinfectant.
11.Trouble shooting
Fault

No
indication
Non-act.

Possible cause

Solution

BCL-A curing light
without electric power.

Check if BCL-A curing light
connects dental unit
correctly or not.

Curing light works for a
long time and automatic
protection starts.

Curing light stops working
for several minutes,and it
will return to normal.

BCL-A curing light
damages.

Contact the local
dealer or us.
Replace lamp cap.

LED ageing.
Light
intensity
There is residual foreign
insufficient matter at the front end
of lamp cap.

Remove foreign
matter.

If the problem still can't be solved,please contact the
local dealer or us.

12 Storage and transportation
12.1 Environmental conditions of storage and transportation:
a) Relative humidity:0% to 80%.
b) Atmospheric pressure:70kPa to 106kPa.
c) Environmental temperature:-10℃to+50℃.
12.2Prevent excessive shock and vibration in transportation,
be sure to handle with care and avoid inversion.
12.3 Don’t mix with dangerous goods during transportation.
12.4 Avoid the sun,rain or snow during transportation.
12.5 The equipment should be handled carefully and lightly.Be
sure that it’s far from the vibration,and install or store in a
cool,dry and ventilated place.
12.6 Don’t store the machine with the articles that are
combustible,poisonous,caustic and explosive.
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13.After-sale service
From the date of this equipment sold,if the equipment
can't work normally because of the quality problems,our
company will be responsible for the maintenance base on
the warranty card. Please refer the warranty scope and period
from warranty card.

14.Environmental protection
The equipment has no any harmful ingredient. Please dispose
according to the local laws.

15.Manufacturer's right
We reserve the rights to change the design of the equipment,
the technique,fittings,the instruction manual and the content
of the original packing list at any time without notice.If there
are some differences between blueprint and real equipment,
take the real equipment as the norm.

16.EMC-Declaration of conformity
Notes:
1)Maybe it will cause electromagnetic compatibility problem
for this equipment or other equipments if change this
equipment without our authorization.
2)Design and testing of this equipment conforms to the
related operating instruction of electromagnetic compatibility.
3)This equipment should not be used near other equipments
or stacked up with other equipments.If needed to use the
equipment under situations mentioned above, the user
should verify that the equipment can work normally.

16.1 Electric cable information
No

Description

Electric cable
length (m)

Shielding
(Yes/No)

Remarks

1

Power line
(input end)

2.0m

No

None
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16.2 Basic performance
Performance

Light
output

Description
The main unit is turned on.
Press "P" button,then strong
light shines from the front end
of lamp cap. Pressing "P"
button again can cancel
operation when there is light.
Set time by 'T' button and
choose high intensity or low
intensity by 'M' button when
there is no light.

Response time
of achieving
normal
performance

＜1s

16.3 The key parts of electromagnetic compatibility
The key parts of electromagnetic compatibility of this equipment are power
inductor and capacitance.If use or change non-matching design of
accessories,power inductor and capacitance,that will signiﬁcantly decrease
electromagnetic emissions and immunity performance.Please not change
equipment parts arbitrarily.
16.4 Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration-electromagnetic emissions
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration-electromagnetic emissions
The model BCL-A is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment
speciﬁed below.The customer or the user of the model BCL-A should assure
that it is used in such an environment.

Class B

Harmonic
emissions
IEO 61000-3-2

Not applicable

Voltage f
luctuations
/ﬂicker emissions
IEC 61000-3-3

Not applicable

The model BCL-A is suitable for use in all
establishments other than domestic and those directly
connected to the public low-voltage power supplt
network that supplies buildinge used for donestic
purposes.
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16.5 Guidance & Declaration — electromagnetic immunity
Guidance & Declaration — electromagnetic immunity
The model BCL-A is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment speciﬁed beliw.
The customer or the user of the model BCL-A shouid assure that lt is used in such an
environment.

Not use mains power.

3 A/m ,3 A/m

3 A/m ,3 A/m
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3 Vrms
150 kHz to
80MHz

3 Vrms
150 kHz to
80MHz

6 Vrms in ISM
and amateur
radio bands

6 Vrms in ISM
and amateur
radio bands

3 V/m
80 MHZ to 2.5
GHz
10 V/m
80 MHZ to 2.7
GHz

3 V/m
80 MHZ to 2.5
GHz
10 V/m
80 MHZ to 2.7
GHz

385MHz5785MHz Test
speciﬁcations
for
ENCLOSURE
PORT
IMMUNITY to
RF wireless
communication
equipment
(Refer to table
9 of IEC 606011-2:2014)

385MHz5785MHz Test
speciﬁcations
for
ENCLOSURE
PORT
IMMUNITY to
RF wireless
communication
equipment
(Refer to table
9 of IEC 606011-2:2014)
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d=[3,5/V1]×P

BCL-A
BCL-A
BCL-A
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BCL-A
BCL-A
BCL-A
BCL-A
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